
K2022
TRAINING PACKAGE

MAP & COURSES

We only use the maps made 
by the professional 
mapmakers. Courses are set 
by Roope Koskinen and 
Santeri Silvennoinen

ACCOMODATION

There´s multiple nice and 
good quality accomodations 
within 5km range from the 
terrains!

TOP TERRAINS
All the training terrains have 
been used for Finnish 
champs or equal level 
competition!

Middle SATULA 5,9 km / 22cp
Relay intervals MATOSUO 6,8 km / 16cp
Pair relay RITANOTKO  6,3 km / 22cp
Long distance PAHNAANMAA 11,7 / 6,5 km / 24/16cp
Short distance HOVISUNTTI 4,8 km / 21cp
Contour ISO VUOHENSUO 5,5 km / 16cp

Six quality trainings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

WWW.O-COACH.FI
LFURTHER INFOS:

MAPS 9 € / 7 € /KPL

THE SPRING TRAINING
PACKAGE OPENS 20.5.!

Location link

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1qnMDwYhsI_yrkqpns2c0JiCJu-wUgii3&usp=sharing


SATULA, RAASINKORPI

TERRAIN

MIDDLE

Satula is one of the most demanding terrains in 
Raasinkorpi region. The climbs are not very long, but 
the steep uphills and downhills offer some physical 
challenge. The areas between the hills used to have
pretty dense forest, but now that they have been 
harvested, the runnability is really good throughout the 
terrain. The harvested areas have some branches on 
the ground but don´t really affect the runnability very 
much. The most technical parts of the terrain offer 
some nice orienteering challenges even for the very 
best elite orienteers!

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

1: 10 000
SCALE

5 M
CONTOUR INT .

ARI SALONEN

MAPMAKER

RISTISUONTIE 584, 21900 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME 
The middle distance course offers everything you can 
expect from the technical middle distance orienteering in 
physically and technically demanding terrain! The slower 
and faster parts of the terrain are alternating pretty nicely 
and the speed will naturally vary quite much during the 
performance. The terrain offers some tricky control points, 
but the smallest cracks in the rock are tried to be avoided 
when setting the control points. Still, you have to now the 
exact control point when approaching the circle to be able
to hit the controls fluently. As the vegetation (leaves) grow 
during the Spring, in some parts of the terrain the visibility 
will be somewhat lower, but there won´t be any slow green 
areas in this course.

ROOPE KOSKINEN

COURESETTER

5,9 KM 
DISTANCE

22 CP (30 X 30 FLAGG)
CONTROLS

AVAILABLE

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS

NO

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/hTTsTmyNydU25Wqz8


1: 10 000
SCALE

5 M
CONTOUR INT .

MATOSUO, RAASINKORPI

TERRAIN

RELAY INTERVALS

matosuo is a very unitary forest area with almost no 
signs of forestry. The area was originally mapped for 
Fin5 O-week 2005, and after that Matosuo area has 
been used for some competitions.Last competition 
here was held in 2017 and it was regional long 
distance champs. After those competitions, the terrain
has just been getting more and more runnable with no 
distinct new forestry works. The whole area doesn´t 
basically have any paths, just a couple of forest roads.

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

ARI SALONEN

MAPMAKER

KIRKKOPOLKU 153, 21930 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME
This relay interval training has been set Jukola2022 
in mind. Even if the terrain is a bit too challenging
when it comes to contours, the terrain type is quite 
similar to Jukola terrain. The course tries to imitate 
different relay forkings and different legs with more or 
less route choice. Thus, an orienteer must be ready 
to face different situations during the mass start 
training and keep the performance in one´s own 
control. This training is suggested for a relay 
simulation and it can be be used as a mass start, 
wave start or chase start training. 

SANTERI SILVENNOINEN &
ROOPE KOSKINEN

COURSESETTERS

 3+1,8+2 =6,8 KM 
DISTANCE

15-16 CP
(30 X 30 FLAGG)

CONTROLS

NO

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS

YES

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/fzqUeSD1CiuyvQgXA


1: 10 000
SCALE

5 M
CONTOUR INT .

RITANOTKO, RAASINKORPI

TERRAIN

PAIR RELAY

 Ritanotko is the northest part of Matosuo terrain and 
it consists of one larger hollow and one larger hill 
area. Compared to Matosuo, this terrain offers even 
faster runnability and more open terrain. The features 
on the hill top are quite shallow, which also helps an 
orienteer to keep the speed high. Still, there will be 
some challenging controls on flat and hillside areas, 
so the small terrain has quite varied challenges to 
offer!

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

ARI SALONEN

MAPMAKER

RISTISUONTIE 293, 21900 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME

This is a 3-leg relay training that was supposed to be 
used in Easter 2022. Unfortunately the snowy winter 
made this impossible and now the training is purely 
for the Jukola2022 preparation. The training can be 
be executed as mass start, pair sart or chase start 
training. All the courses start and finish at the same 
hill top (see the map image below). 250m to the start 
from the parking.

ROOPE KOSKINEN

COURSESETTER

 1,5+1,6+3,2 =6,3 KM 
DISTANCE

22 CP
(30 X 30 RASTILIPPU)

CONTROLS

NO

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS 

YES

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/9zLqvwqpuW9dNhAK6


1: 15 000 
1: 10 000

SCALES

2,5 M
CONTOUR INT .

PAHNAANMAA

TERRAIN

LONG DISTANCE

Pahnaanmaa is a bit different terrain with numerous 
very small hills. The mapping style is "oldish", but the 
map is still very good. This terrain was used 2011 for 
the Finnish champs long distance.  The flat terrain 
with good runnability resulted as nearly 5min/km 
running paces in that competition. Navigating in this 
terrain is not still very simple as there are really few 
very clear features and all the small hills look pretty 
much the same. The end of the course is using the 
same area as the Hovisuntti training contains slightly 
bigger hills.

 

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

RAIMO JALONEN & 
TUOMO PELTOLA

KMAPMAKERS

ORIPÄÄNTIE 331, 21900 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME

This long training offers  a perfect chance to simulate 
real long distance race with 1:15000 scale and high 
quality print. The terrains uits very well for this type of 
training as it´s technically demanding, yet runnable. 
The terrain lets you to keep the pace pretty high even 
with lower intensity, but to get the most of this 
training a race simulation is the suggested mode for 
execution. Parking according to the parking link, to 
the start 2500m, from the finish 350m.

SANTERI SILVENNOINEN

COURSESETTER

11,7 KM  /  6,5 KM
DISTANCE

24 / 16 CP
(30 X 30 FLAGGS)

CONTROLS

AVAILABLE

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS

NO

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/Satws3R4JjXw6VKb6


1: 10 000
SCALE

2,5 M
CONTOUR INT .

HOVISUNTTI, KORKIAKOSKI

TERRAIN

SHORT DISTANCE

This year the package also includes one training on 
the small, yet really nice Hovisuntti terrain. The terrain 
is special as it is one single hill area with a lot of rocky 
details. The mapping style is the same as in 
Pahnaanmmaa and thus it is a bit more simplified than 
the 2020´s maps. For this part of the terrain even 5m 
contour interval would work very well as there are 
some slightly higher hills compared to Pahnaanmaa. 
The terrain is small, about 1km2 and that´s why the 
map flip is used to use the nice area effectively.

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

RAIMO JALONEN & 
TUOMO PELTOLA

MAPMAKERS

ORIPÄÄNTIE 331, 21900 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME

Hovisuntti short distance is a small but nice piece of 
the nicest terrains of Yläne. The course is in two
parts (map flip) and offers intense orienteering from 
start to the finish! The course includes a lot of 
controls and is suitable for improving your control 
taking and going out from the controls. The visibility 
is mostly good, so the clearest features can be seen 
quite far. So keep your sight up and enjoy the 
spectacular bare rock terrain! Parking according to 
the parking link, to the start 450m, to the finish 350m.

ROOPE KOSKINEN

COURSESETTER

4,8 KM
DISTANCE

21 CP
(RED STRIPE)

CONTROLS

AVAILABLE

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS

NO

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/Satws3R4JjXw6VKb6


1: 10 000
SCALE

5 M
CONTOUR INT .

ISO VUOHENSUO, UUSIKARTANO

TERRAIN

CONTOUR

This terrain is located between Matosuo and 
Uusikartano, that were used in previous years. The 
map was made for Finnish veteran champs relay 2008 
and the vegetation is not up-to-date anymore. The 
terrain itself is still really nice and offers various 
challenges from fine contour orienteering to some 
transport legs with empty areas to challenge compass 
worrk.  The runnability varies somewhat and there are 
some really nice and clean forest, but also some 
harvested areas. 

WWW.O-COACH.FI
MORE INFO:

ARI SALONEN

MAPMAKER

KAIDANOJAN KARTANO,
VANHAINKODINTIE 12, 
21930 PÖYTYÄ

LOCATION

THEME 
This training will challenge an orienteer´s ability to 
read contours but also to keep the compass 
directionn in places with various visibility. The terrain 
offers some really tricky contour features and as 
there are just stripes at the controls, you really have 
to hit the actual control point!

Parking at Kaidanojan kartano parking place. 
Kaidanojan Kartano offers accomodation just next to 
the terrains, but also lunch for the groups on request.

ROOPE KOSKINEN

COURSESETTER

5,5 KM
DISTANCE

16 CP
(YELLOW-RED STRIPE)

CONTROLS

NO

LOOSE DESCRIPTIONS

NO

FORKING

BULLETIN

TC YLÄNE 2022

https://goo.gl/maps/iH1pfyziJdufqLS2A
https://goo.gl/maps/iH1pfyziJdufqLS2A
https://goo.gl/maps/iH1pfyziJdufqLS2A
https://goo.gl/maps/iH1pfyziJdufqLS2A
https://goo.gl/maps/iH1pfyziJdufqLS2A

